Abstract. A new derivative, called deformable derivative, is introduced here which is equivalent to ordinary derivative in the sense that one implies other. The deformable derivative is defined using limit approach like that of ordinary one but with respect to a parameter varying over unit interval. Thus it could also be regarded as a fractional derivative. Reason of calling it as deformable derivative is because of its intrinsic property of continuously deforming function to derivative. This is substantiated by its linear connection to function and its derivative. Besides discussing some of its basic properties, we discover the forms of Rolle's, Mean Value and Taylor's theorems. The fundamental theorem of calculus for this fractional derivative could be taken as definition of its fractional integral. As a theoretical application some fractional differential equations are solved.
Introduction
A little variation to looking some mathematical concept may sometimes sheds light on some hidden facts. For instance, continuity and differentiability are both limits concepts but defined differently. However latter one tells more geometric facts about function than that of former one. Similarly generalization of any mathematical concept besides being a great source of motivation in its own not just simplifies various intricate facts pertaining to it but extend its applicability to a wider class of problems. For instance, the first proof of prime number theorem, a very popular theorem in real numbers, goes through the techniques of complex analysis. Likewise there have been several generalizations of the notion of derivative to fractional derivative since the time L'Hospital first asked this question to Leibniz in his letter [2] in 1695 about a meaningful interpretation of d 1/2 y dx 1/2 . Various types of fractional derivative have been introduced so far. Ironically most of the definitions of fractional derivative carry integral form. However only few grab attention of mathematicians and become popular in world of fractional calculus namely Riemann-Liouville, Caputo, Hadamard, Grunwald-Letnikov and Riesz fractional derivatives. To gain a good insight into fractional calculus, reader is advised to go through [3, 5, 4] .
As pointed most of definitions of fractional derivative use the integral form. In contrast, R. Khalil introduced a limit based definition of fraction derivative [1] in 2014, calling it as conformable fraction derivative in analogy to that of standard one. However his definition lacks to include zero and negative numbers. We hereby define a new derivative, referred to as deformable derivative, which is much simpler than that of Khalil's one and overcomes not only this shortcoming but ranges over a wider class of functions.
Definition 0.1. Let f (t) be real valued function defined on interval (a, b). For a given number α, 0 α 1, we define deformable derivative by the following limit:
If this limit exists, we denote it by D α f (t).
Remark 0.2. One can note that the definition (*) is compatible with α = 0, 1. For,
which is the usual convention and if α = 1, Df (t) = f ′ (t). Therefore it can be deemed as a new fractional derivative with respect to parameter α. Throughout the article until unless specified we assume that 0 < α 1. The deformable derivative with a given α is sometimes referred to as α-derivative as well.
In first section we derive a formula connecting both α-derivative and ordinary derivative, viz. D α f (t) = βf (t) + αDf (t) and end it up with a conclusion that for a function, α-differentiability is same as differentiability in the sense that existence of one implies that of other. Section two focuses on some of basic properties of deformable derivative. We illustrate geometrically the behavior of operator D α on some elementary functions. These examples exhibit how deformable derivative sits between function and its derivative. Section three discusses the form of extension of Rolle's, Mean-Value and Taylor's theorems in the context of deformable derivative. Next section introduces the integral fractional operator defined as follows:
for continuous function f over the interval (a, b). Some basic properties of this fractional integral operator I α a are also discussed. In the last section we solve some fractional differential equations using these operators.
Preliminary Results
This section exhibits a relation of deformable derivative with function and its derivative. This is where the name deformable derivative is taken from. The relation further exposes the interesting fact about the graph of deformable derivative lying linearly between that of function and derivative.
The first result is quite natural and asserts that differentiability implies α-differentiability. The proof connects both operators. Theorem 1.1. A differentiable f at a point t ∈ (a, b) is always α-differentiable at that point for any α. Moreover in this case we have
Proof. By definition we have
Both the terms exist as f , being differentiable at t is continuous as well. Hence theorem follows.
The second result of the section that is also natural is about Does α-differentiability imply continuity ? Answer is affirmative. However to prove the claim we need an auxiliary result concerning to locally bounded function. A function is said to be locally bounded at a point if it is bounded in some neighbourhood of that point. Precisely a function f defined on (a, b) is locally bounded at t if there are positive numbers M & δ such that
Here δ is chosen sufficiently small so that t + ǫ ∈ (a, b).
) with respect to some α. Then f is locally bounded there.
Proof. Suppose f is α-differentiable at t, there exist a number δ > 0 such that
This yields that f is locally bounded at t.
The next theorem establish the claim that α-differentiability implies continuity. Theorem 1.3. Let f be α-differentiable at a point t for some α. Then it is continuous there.
Proof. For continuity, it suffices to prove the following:
The left hand side can also be written as:
This completes theorem.
A strong version of the theorem 1.3 as an easy consequence is given in the following corollary:
Proof. For the existence of derivative we use its definition
By using hypothesis and theorem 1.3, we get the result done.
We summarise all these by saying that two concepts α-differentiability and differentiability of a function defined in (a, b) are equivalent in the sense that one implies other. We write it as separate theorem. Theorem 1.5. Let f be defined in (a, b). For any α, f is α-differentiable if and only if it is differentiable. Remark 1.6. We make a remark here that over the interval (a, b), the existence of α-derivative with respect to one particular value of α > 0 is sufficient for the existence of α-derivative with respect to all other values of α.
Though the most important case for α is when α ∈ [0, 1] but what happens if α ∈ (n, n + 1] for any natural number n and what will be definition? Definition 1.7. Suppose f is n-times differentiable at t ∈ (a, b). For given α ∈ (n, n + 1], we extend deformable derivative in a very natural way and define it by the following limit:
ǫ where {α} is the fractional part of α and {α} + {β} = 1.
As the consequence of the above definition, if f (n+1) exists, we have
Basic Properties of Deformable Derivative
Apart from discussing some fundamental properties of deformable derivative like linearity and commutativity the section deals with fundamental theorems: Rolle's, Mean-Value and Taylor's theorems. The geometric illustration of D α f for some elementary functions f is also given.
Theorem 2.1. The operator D α possesses the following properties:
Proof. Linearity is evident from definition. Commutativity follows readily by noticing the symmetries in the expression below:
where α i + β i = 1 for i = 1, 2. Using the relation: D α = βI + αD, the third and fourth can be easily established. Violation of Leibniz rule in part (d) motivates to regard D α as fractional derivative. Readers are advised to see [6] .
Most of the familiar functions behave well with respect to differentiation so their deformable derivatives can be obtained from expression (**) in theorem 1.1. We list out the deformable derivatives of some elementary functions in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2.
It is intuitively clear that the operator D α is continuous with respect to parameter α. However we leave it for reader to prove. Instead we focus on the geometric realization of the ideal with some examples. The following figures depict not only continuity phenomenon but also explain its nature of deforming function to its derivative. 
Some Useful Theorems on deformable Derivative
In this section we extend Rolle ′ s, Mean Value and Taylor's theorems to deformable derivative with respect to α. 
Then, there exists a point c ∈ (a, b) such that D α f (c) = βf (c).
Proof. By applying corollary 1.5, f is differentiable in (a, b). Thus f satisfies all conditions of classical Rolle's theorem. Then there is a point c ∈ (a, b) such that Df (c) = 0. Hence using equation (**) of theorem 1.1, we have D α f (c) = βf (c).
Mean Value theorem is a consequence of Rolle's theorem so is case with deformable derivative. 
Then, there exists a point c ∈ (a, b) such that
Proof. We consider a function g defined by:
Notice that g(t) satisfies all the conditions of Rolle's Theorem 3.1, there exists c ∈ (a, b) such that D α g(c) = βg(c). This yields the desired expression in the theorem. 
where
Proof. Consider a function φ defined by:
where A is a constant to be chosen A such that φ(a + h) = φ(a). This yields
Now by hypothesis, φ is α-differentiable in (a, a + h). Using part (d) of theorem 2.1, the α-derivative D α φ is given by
Hence φ satisfies all the conditions of Rolle's Theorem 3.1. So there is some θ ∈ (0, 1) such that D α φ(a + θh) = βφ(a + θh).
Using equations (1), (2) and (3), we have
This completes the theorem.
Fractional Integral
Fractional integral, being an inverse operator to fractional derivative, plays equally important role as that of fractional derivative in the field of fractional calculus. The section defines a fractional integral as an inverse operator for deformable derivative. Some basic properties of this fractional integral are also discussed. All functions considered in this section are assumed to be continuous. Proof. Linearity readily follows from definition (#). For commutativity, we consider
Interchanging the role of α 1 and α 2 , we have
This completes the proof
The next theorem is a version of fundamental theorem of calculus that roughly says that fraction integral I 
Proof. Since f is given to be continuous so in view of theorem 1.5, I α a f is α-differentiable. If we set g = I α a f then we have
We know that a particular solution of the differential equation: αDg + βg = f is given as
Thus first part of theorem is complete. For the second part, we have
This completes the second part.
We end up the section with a list of fractional integrals of some elementary functions in the following proposition and leave their verification for reader. 
Applications to Fractional Differential Equations
We solve some simple linear fractional differential equations using deformable derivative as D α operator. In first example we discuss method of solving homogeneous linear, while in second non-homogeneous linear fractional differential equations. Whose general solution is given by
where C is a constant. Hence in case of distinct roots the general solution of the fractional differential equation is
and in case of repeated roots, we have y = (C 1 + C 2 t)e − β α t
We end up the paper with some important questions that are yet to be answered.
(i) What is geometric interpretation and physical significance of the deformable derivative ? (ii) Is there any similarity between the classical fractional derivative and deformable derivative ? (iii) Deformable derivative is equivalent to ordinary one but not same so it could be used to analyze function.
